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Abstract. When utilizing cloud-based services, consumers obtain high
configurable resources with minimal management effort and eliminate
large up-front IT investments. However, this shift in responsibility to
the cloud provider is accompanied by a loss of control for the cloud con-
sumer. By offering SLAs and corresponding monitoring solutions, cloud
providers already try to address this issue, but these solutions are not
considered as sufficient from a consumer’s perspective. Therefore, we de-
veloped an approach that allows to verify compliance with SLAs from
a consumer’s perspective in our former work. Since the monitoring in-
frastructure itself may fail, this approach was enhanced in one of our
subsequent works in order to account for reliability. We introduced the
Robust Cloud Monitor Placement Problem and a formal optimization
model. In this paper, we propose corresponding solution approaches and
evaluate their practical applicability, since the problem is NP-complete.
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1 Introduction

Utilizing services from the cloud, consumers gain a very high level of flexibility.
Configurable computing resources are provided on-demand in a similar manner
like electricity or water [4] at a minimal amount of management effort. However,
this shift in responsibility to the cloud provider bears several risks for the cloud
consumer. Amongst these risks is a loss of control concerning aspects like per-
formance, availability, and security. Quality guarantees in the form of so-called
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) offered by cloud providers aim at lowering this
risk in favor for cloud consumers. Basically, an SLA represents a contract between
a cloud provider and a cloud consumer and defines certain quality levels (e.g.,
lower bounds for performance parameters such as availability) to be maintained
by the cloud provider. In addition, such a contract specifies some penalties for
the cloud provider in case of SLA violations. Nevertheless, the cloud consumers’
perception still is that providers do not sufficiently measure performance against
SLAs [5]. Furthermore, cloud providers often assign the task of violation report-
ing to their customers [11]. But even despite the fact that some cloud providers
also offer consumers corresponding monitoring solutions, these solutions cannot
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be perceived as an independent evidence base for the detection and documenta-
tion of SLA violations from a consumer’s perspective.

Our previous works ([15], [14]) addressed this issue. We proposed a hybrid
monitoring approach in order to provide reliable means to verify adherence with
SLAs from a consumer’s perspective. This approach focuses on the consumer-
side verification of availability of cloud applications and comprises the placement
of monitoring units on provider and consumer side. Furthermore, we argue that
not only the monitoring quality of such an approach has to be taken into ac-
count, but also the reliability of the monitoring infrastructure itself. This view
was emphasized by our evaluation which revealed the sensitivity of our approach
to network impairments. Therefore, we extended our approach and explored the
placement of monitoring units with respect to current network reliability. As re-
sult, we introduced the Robust Cloud Monitor Placement Problem (RCMPP) as
a new research problem along with a corresponding formal optimization model.
Since the RCMPP is a nonlinear, multi-objective optimization problem, we fur-
ther proposed transformations in order to turn the problem into a linear, single-
objective optimization problem and thus, laying the foundation to exactly solve
the problem using off-the-shelf optimization algorithms.

In this paper, we investigate the applicability of such exact optimization algo-
rithms and also propose new heuristic solution approaches. Due to the fact that
the RCMPP is NP-complete, exact optimization algorithms are very likely to
be inapplicable for real-world scenarios exhibiting large-scale data center infras-
tructures. Hence, we compare the computation time and solution quality of an
exact, ILP-based approach against heuristic solution approaches in order to de-
rive recommendations for their applicability in practice. Furthermore, we extend
our approach to a broker-based scenario and propose the concept of Monitor-
ing Level Agreements (MLAs). In doing so, our extended approach permits an
advanced performance control for cloud consumers.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an
overview of related work. Section 3 briefly describes our extended approach and
gives an overview of our former work. In Section 4, we propose exact and heuris-
tic solution approaches for the RCMPP and present a corresponding evaluation
in Section 5. In Section 6, the paper closes with a summary and future work.

2 Related Work

Only a few approaches exist which consider a reliable placement of monitoring
units. A distribution of sensor pods on each cloud node in order to enable tenants
to monitor the connectivity between their allocated nodes is proposed by [12].
The authors in [2] follow a different approach and focus on relocatable VMs
in the presence of up to k host failures. For this purpose, the authors propose
different optimization algorithms in order to determine k independent paths from
the monitoring nodes to all other nodes in the network. Concerning networks
in general, [10] aim at minimizing the number of monitoring locations while
taking a maximum of k node/edge failures into account. A related problem also
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exists in the field of Operations Research. The fault-tolerant facility location
problem, first studied by [8], tries to connect each city with at least a certain
number of distinct facilities in order to account for failures. However, none of
the related approaches addresses robust monitor placement by jointly considering
current network reliability, monitor redundancy, and resource as well as location
constraints.

3 Performance Control for Cloud Consumers

In this section, we give an overview of our extended approach and align our
former work as well as our new contributions in the context of a broker-based
scenario. Our former work is briefly described in the next sections followed by a
detailed description of our new contributions.

This paper focuses on a broker-based scenario that is based on a cloud mar-
ket model. In such a cloud market, cloud consumers submit their functional and
non-functional requirements for their desired cloud services to brokers, which
constitute mediators between cloud consumers and providers [4]. The brokers
are capable to determine the most suitable cloud providers by querying a service
registry residing in the market. Furthermore, such a broker enables consumers
to negotiate SLAs to be provided by the cloud provider. For this purpose, a
broker acts on behalf of a cloud consumer and conducts SLA negotiations with
cloud providers. Now, in order to be able to verify compliance with SLAs from
a consumer’s perspective later on, the broker can also act on behalf of con-
sumers and apply our proposed monitoring approach during runtime. The ad-
vantage of a broker-based perspective for our approach is the exploitation of
global knowledge. In case that SLA violations are detected, a broker is aware of
the adherence to SLAs of other cloud providers and thus, is able to recommend
alternative cloud providers. In addition, the monitoring information gained at
runtime can be used to initiate SLA re-negotiations or to adapt the properties of
the monitoring approach in order to improve monitoring quality or monitoring
infrastructure reliability.

In the following, we focus on an enterprise cloud consumer utilizing a set of
applications running in different data centers of a cloud provider. In order to
verify the performance guarantees in the form of SLAs obtained from the cloud
provider, the enterprise cloud consumer entrusts the broker which conducted
the SLA negotiations before with the monitoring of the running cloud appli-
cations. As part of such a monitoring service order, we propose the definition
of Monitoring Level Agreements (MLAs) specifying the properties of the mon-
itoring tasks for each application (cf. Section 3.1 for details). The broker then
applies our hybrid monitoring approach and places monitoring units for each
cloud application on provider- as well as on broker-side. Besides the provider-
side monitoring, the broker-side monitoring permits an assessment of the status
of a cloud application from a consumer’s perspective. In order to obtain a robust
monitor placement, the broker can select one of our proposed monitor placement
algorithms according to our investigation in Section 4.
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3.1 Hybrid Monitoring Approach and Monitoring Level Agreements

Our hybrid monitoring approach introduced in our former work in [15] focuses
on verifying the availability of cloud applications from a consumer’s perspective,
since availability is one of the very few performance parameters contained in
current cloud SLAs. Nevertheless, other performance parameters can be easily
incorporated in our monitoring approach as well. In order to allow for an in-
dependent assessment of the status of a cloud application and visibility of the
end-to-end performance of cloud applications, we proposed a hybrid monitoring
approach with placements of monitoring units on provider and consumer side.
The latter are now replaced by broker-side placements. Furthermore, such a hy-
brid approach permits to differentiate between downtimes caused by issues on
broker and provider side and thus, enables a broker to filter downtimes that re-
late to cloud provider SLAs. In our hybrid monitoring approach, each monitoring
unit observes predefined services of a cloud application as well as processes of
the underlying VM. For each cloud application, the set of services to be invoked
by a monitoring unit can be defined in advance. Same applies for the system
processes to be observed on VM level. For this purpose, MLAs can specify the
consumer’s requirements concerning all the cloud applications to be monitored.
Besides the services and processes, an amount of redundant monitoring units
to be placed for each application can be defined. Higher numbers of redundant
monitoring units are reasonable for business critical applications, since the prob-
ability that all redundant monitors fail decreases. We also follow this assumption
in our monitor placement approach described in the next section.

3.2 Robust Cloud Monitor Placement

As already stated before, our approach must not only consider monitoring qual-
ity, but also has to account for downtimes of the monitoring infrastructure itself.
Therefore, the monitoring units have to be placed by a broker in the data centers
on provider- and broker-side in such a way that maximizes the robustness of the
monitoring infrastructure. We introduced this problem, denoted as Robust Cloud
Monitor Placement Problem (RCMPP), in our former work in [14]. The corre-
sponding formal model is briefly described in the following. Table 1 shows the
basic entities (upper part) and parameters (lower part) used in the formal model.
Each instance of the RCMPP consists of a set S = {1, ..., n} of data center sites
comprising the set S′′ = {1, ..., d} of data center sites on broker side and the set
S′ = {d+1, ..., n} of data center sites on cloud provider side. On each data center
site s ∈ S on provider and broker side, a set Vs = {1, ..., i} of VMs is running
which constitute candidates for monitor placement. A set of cloud applications
Cs′v′ = {1, ..., j} to be monitored is running on each VM v′ ∈ Vs′ located on
a data center site s′ ∈ S′ on provider side. A set of links L = {l(sv � s′v′)}
interconnects the VMs v ∈ Vs constituting placement candidates with the VMs
v′ ∈ Vs′ of the cloud applications Cs′v′ . Each cloud application c ∈ Cs′v′ has
certain requirements concerning the corresponding monitoring units. These re-
quirements comprise a specific resource demand of rds′v′cr ∈ R

+ for a specific
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Table 1. Used symbols in the formal model

Symbol Description

S = {1, ..., n} set of n data center sites
S′′ = {1, ..., d} consumer sites, S′′ ⊂ S
S′ = {d+ 1, ..., n} provider sites, S′ ⊂ S
Vs = {1, ..., i} VM candidates for monitor placement on site s ∈ S
Cs′v′ = {1, ..., j} cloud applications to monitor on VM v′ ∈ Vs′ , s

′ ∈ S′

L = {l(sv � s′v′)} links interconnecting VM monitor candidates Vs and
VMs of applications Cs′v′

R = {1, ..., k} set of k considered VM resource types

rds′v′cr ∈ R
+ resource demand for monitoring application c ∈ Cs′v′ for

resource r ∈ R
rssvr ∈ R

+ resource supply of VM v ∈ Vs for resource r ∈ R
rfs′v′c ∈ N>1 redundancy factor for monitoring application c ∈ Cs′v′

pl(sv�s′v′) ∈ R
+ observed reliability for each link l ∈ L

psv ∈ R
+ observed reliability for each VM v ∈ Vs

resource type r ∈ R = {1, ..., k} such as CPU power or memory, and a redun-
dancy factor rfs′v′c ∈ N>1, indicating that the cloud application c has to be
monitored by rfs′v′c different monitoring units. In order to account for the re-
liability of the monitoring infrastructure, it has to be noted that the broker is
not aware of the underlying network topologies of the cloud provider and the
Internet service provider. However, we assume that the broker is able to utilize
traditional network measurement tools in order to estimate the end-to-end per-
formance between any pair of VMs that are represented by a given link l ∈ L
in order to determine the observed reliability pl(sv�s′v′) ∈ R

+ for a given link
l ∈ L. Furthermore, we assume that the broker can also utilize such measure-
ment tools in order to estimate the reliability psv ∈ R

+ of a given VM v ∈ Vs

on a site s ∈ S. Finally, our model must also consider the respective resource
supply of rssvr ∈ R

+ each VM v ∈ Vs on a site s ∈ S is able to provide. The
objective of the RCMPP now is to assign rfs′v′c monitoring units for each cloud
application to be monitored on broker and provider side, while maximizing the
reliability of the whole monitoring infrastructure. Hereby, we express the relia-
bility by the probability that at least one of the monitoring units for each cloud
application is working properly. In doing so, the resource constraints of the VMs
must not be exceeded and all monitoring units must be placed. Furthermore,
we incorporate a set of placement restrictions for the monitoring units. First of
all, no monitoring unit is allowed to be placed on the VM of the cloud applica-
tion to be monitored and second, one monitoring unit must be placed on broker
and provider side, respectively. Both restrictions directly follow from our hybrid
monitoring approach. Third, for reasons of fault-tolerance, each monitoring unit
to be placed for a single application must be placed on a different site.
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3.3 Formal Model

The corresponding optimization model for the RCMPP is depicted in Model 1
and serves as a starting point for the development of solution algorithms. The
RCMPP constitutes a multi-objective optimization problem, since we want to
maximize the reliability of the monitoring units for each cloud application, si-
multaneously (cf. Equation 1). Each of these potentially conflicting objective
functions expresses the probability pmon

s′v′c(x), that at least one monitoring unit

Model 1. Robust Cloud Monitor Placement Problem

Maximize {pmon
s′v′c(x)|s′ ∈ S′, v′ ∈ Vs′ , c ∈ Cs′v′} (1)

pmon
s′v′c(x) = 1−

∏

s∈S,v∈Vs

(qpathsvs′v′)
xsvs′v′c (2)

qpathsvs′v′ = [(1− psv) + (1− pl(sv�s′v′)) (3)

−(1− psv) (1− pl(sv�s′v′))]

subject to

∑

s∈S,v∈Vs

xsvs′v′c = rfs′v′c (4)

∀s′ ∈ S′, v′ ∈ Vs′ , c ∈ Cs′v′ , rfs′v′c ≥ 2

∑

s′∈S′,v′∈Vs′ ,c∈Cs′v′

rds′v′cr xsvs′v′c ≤ rssvr (5)

∀s ∈ S, v ∈ Vs, r ∈ R

∑

v∈Vs

xsvs′v′c ≤ 1 (6)

∀s ∈ S, s′ ∈ S′, v′ ∈ Vs′ , c ∈ Cs′v′

∑

s∈S,v∈Vs

xsvs′v′c ≥ 1 (7)

∀s′ ∈ S′, v′ ∈ Vs′ , c ∈ Cs′v′ , s = {d + 1, ..., n}
∑

s∈S,v∈Vs

xsvs′v′c ≥ 1 (8)

∀s′ ∈ S′, v′ ∈ Vs′ , c ∈ Cs′v′ , s = {1, ..., d}
xsvs′v′c = 0 (9)

∀c ∈ Cs′v′ , s = s′ and v = v′

xsvs′v′c ∈ {0, 1} (10)

∀s ∈ S, v ∈ Vs, s
′ ∈ S′, v′ ∈ Vs′ , c ∈ Cs′v′
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for the respective application does not fail. Equation 2 represents this probabil-
ity by 1 minus the probability that all monitors for a specific cloud application
c ∈ Cs′v′ fail. Equation 3 determines the probability to fail (qpathsvs′v′) for a given
monitoring unit of a specific cloud application c ∈ Cs′v′ . Hereby, the reliability
of the VM v ∈ Vs where the monitoring unit is placed as well as the reliability
of the link between this VM and the VM where the cloud application is running
on are considered. Equation 10 defines a set xsvs′v′c of binary decision variables
indicating whether a monitoring unit for a cloud application c ∈ Cs′v′ running
on VM v′ ∈ Vs′ on site s′ ∈ S′ is placed on VM v ∈ Vs running on site s ∈ S.
The vector x in Equation 1 represents all decision variables xsvs′v′c. In order to
ensure that rfs′v′c redundant monitoring units monitor the corresponding cloud
application, Equation 4 has been added to the model. Equations 7 and 8 account
for the hybrid monitoring approach and specify that at least one monitoring unit
has to be placed on broker and provider side, respectively. Equation 5 prevents
the exceeding of the resource supplies of each VM v ∈ Vs and Equation 6 ensures
that each monitoring unit for a given application c ∈ Cs′v′ is placed on a different
data center site. Last, but not least, a monitoring unit is not allowed to be placed
on the VM where the corresponding application is running (cf. Equation 9).

The RCMPP is a multi-objective optimization problem, hence, no unique
solution can be obtained. Furthermore, as can be seen from Equation 2 in
Model 1, it also constitutes a nonlinear problem. Although approaches exist
for solving multi-objective optimization problems, these approaches only yield
pareto-optimal solutions and typically require some kind of preference structure
concerning the set of solutions as input. Since defining a preference structure,
e.g., in the form of a lexicographic preference order with regard to all applica-
tions to be monitored, is very exhausting on a large data center scale, we aim
for a solution approach focusing on a single-objective.

4 Exact and Heuristic Solution Approaches

This section describes an exact ILP-based solution approach as well as two
heuristics in order to solve the RCMPP. The heuristic algorithms are partly
inspired from existing solution approaches (e.g., [6], [9]) for the related gener-
alized assignment problem and its bottleneck version. A direct application of
existing heuristics is not feasible, since no full mapping exists from the RCMPP
to an existing optimization problem. Furthermore, since the RCMPP is NP-
complete, ILP-based algorithms will also not be able to find solutions for large-
scale problems. Therefore, the development of new heuristics is required. Our
heuristics consist of an opening procedure (Greedy), which aims to find a first
feasible solution, and an improvement procedure (TSearch) aiming to improve
an initial solution. Hence, we obtain two different heuristics in total: Greedy and
Greedy+TSearch (denoted as GTSearch).
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Model 2. Robust Cloud Monitor Placement Problem after Transformation

Minimize z (11)

subject to

qlogs′v′c(x) ≤ z (12)

∀s′ ∈ S′, v′ ∈ Vs′ , c ∈ Cs′v′ , z ∈ R

qlogs′v′c(x) =
∑

s∈S,v∈Vs

xsvs′v′c log(qpathsvs′v′) (13)

qpathsvs′v′ = [(1− psv) + (1− pl(sv�s′v′)) (14)

−(1− psv) (1− pl(sv�s′v′))]

qpathsvs′v′ > 0 ∀s ∈ S, v ∈ Vs, s
′ ∈ S′, v′ ∈ Vs′ (15)

4.1 Integer Linear Programming (ILP)-Based Approach

In order to turn the RCMPP into a linear, single-objective optimization problem,
we proposed a set of transformations in our former work in [14]. The transfor-
mations are briefly summarized in the following.

First of all, the maximization problem is turned into a minimization problem.
This can be achieved by considering the complementary objectives of the for-
mer Model 1, i.e., the probability qmon

s′v′c(x) that all monitors fail for each cloud
application. The first step enables a subsequent linearization of the problem by
taking the logarithm of both sides (this approach is also followed by [1]). Our
last step is based on a worst-case analysis, where we aim to minimize the worst
possible outcome. For this purpose, we apply a so-called minimax strategy [7],
which turns the initial set of objective functions into a single objective function
that aims to minimize the maximum probability of all qmon

s′v′c(x). In doing so, a
new decision variable z ∈ R expressing this maximum value is introduced. In
addition, |Cs′v′ | new constraints ∀s′ ∈ S′, v′ ∈ Vs′ are added to the constraints
of our former Model 1. The resulting linear, single-objective optimization prob-
lem is depicted in Model 2. Please note, that the initial constraints have been
neglected due to lack of space. Furthermore, we assume qpathsvs′v′ > 0, since no sys-
tem is without failure. The resulting problem represents a mixed-integer linear
programming problem that can be solved exactly using off-the-shelf algorithms
such as branch-and-bound [6].

4.2 Greedy Algorithm

Algorithm 3 describes our opening procedure. This algorithm is inspired by
the steepest ascent approach (cf. [6]), which is typically applied in local search
procedures. However, although local search algorithms belong to the group of
improvement procedures, the idea behind our Greedy algorithm is very similar.
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Algorithm 3. Greedy Heuristic

input: connections C, vm capacities V, application monitor requirements R
output: monitor placements P
1: procedure Greedy(C, V , R)
2: P ← {}
3: sortdescrel(C)
4: for all c ∈ C do
5: app ← app(c)
6: sourcevm ← source(c)
7: targetvm ← target(c)
8: if app ∈ R then
9: violation ← checkconstraints(app, sourcevm, targetvm,V, R,P )
10: if violation �= TRUE then
11: P = P ∪ {c}
12: update(app, sourcevm, targetvm,V, R)
13: end if
14: n ← remunits(app,R)
15: if n = 0 then
16: R ← R/ {app}
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: l ← size(R)
21: if l > 0 then
22: P ← NULL � no feasible solution could be found
23: end if
24: return P
25: end procedure

In each step, the Greedy algorithm tries to improve the partial solution obtained
so far to a maximum extent. For this purpose, the set of connections between
each VM (sourcevm) where a cloud application (app) to be monitored is run-
ning and each VM (targetvm) constituting a candidate for monitor placement
is sorted according to decreasing reliability values (line 3). Afterwards, we ex-
plore the connections in descending order (line 4). In each step, if all redundant
monitoring units for each application have not been placed so far (line 8), we
examine, whether we can place a monitoring unit on the targetvm of the current
connection. For this purpose, we check, whether any constraints of the RCMPP
are violated when the placement is realized. In case that no violation is detected
(line 10), we can add the current connection to the result set of final placements
(line 11) and update the auxiliary data structures (line 12). If all redundant
monitoring units have been placed for a given application, this application is re-
moved from the set R of monitor requirements (line 16). The Greedy algorithm
continues to explore further connections until all monitoring units have been
placed for each application (line 21).
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Algorithm 4. Tabu Search Algorithm

input: initial solution S, iteration limit max, connections C, vm capacities V,
application monitor requirements R

output: monitor placements P
1: procedure TSearch(S, C, V , R)
2: T ← {}, mp ← FALSE, r ← 1
3: bestobjval ← compobjval(S,C)
4: while r <= max do
5: update(T )
6: if mp = TRUE then
7: i ← 0
8: else
9: i ← i+ 1
10: end if
11: if i < size(R) then
12: b ← bottleneckapp(i, S, C)
13: else
14: return P � no improvement can be found anymore
15: end if
16: AM ← {}
17: PM ← placedmonitors(b)
18: for all pm ∈ PM do
19: NBSWAP ← swapneighbourhood(pm)
20: NBSHIFT ← shiftneighbourhood(pm)
21: N ← NBSWAP ∪NBSHIFT

22: AM ← admissiblemoves(pm,N, V, R,P )
23: end for
24: sortdescobjval(AM)
25: for all am ∈ AM do
26: if (am /∈ T )or(objval(am) > bestobjval) then
27: domove(am)
28: T ← T ∪ {am}
29: if (objval(am) > bestobjval) then
30: bestobjval ← objval(am)
31: end if
32: mp ← TRUE
33: break
34: end if
35: end for
36: r ← r + 1
37: end while
38: return P
39: end procedure

4.3 Tabu Search Algorithm

Our tabu search algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 4 and is inspired by the work
from Karsu and Azizoglu [9], who proposed a tabu search-based algorithm for
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the multi-resource agent bottleneck generalised assignment problem. However,
the problem they consider deals with workload balancing over a set of agents
over multiple periods.

The TSearch algorithm constitutes an improvement procedure, hence, requires
an initial solution S as starting point. Our Greedy algorithm can be applied for
this purpose. The TSearch algorithm then tries to improve the initial solution
over a number of iterations until a predefined number of iterations is reached
(line 4). In each iteration, the TSearch algorithm determines a so-called neigh-
bourhood based on the current solution. Basically, a neighbourhood of a given
solution is a set of solutions that can be obtained by performing so-called moves.
Thereby, a move typically consists of dropping and adding one or more parts
(monitor placements in this case) of the current solution. In the TSearch al-
gorithm, we make use of a combined shift and swap neighbourhood (lines 20
and 19). That is, each move either constitutes in shifting a monitoring unit to
a different VM or two monitoring units swapping places. For the determination
of the neighbourhoods, the TSearch algorithm starts from the cloud application
exhibiting the worst total reliability for its monitoring units placed (line 12)
and thus, having a pivotal role for the calculation of the lower bound z in our
optimization model. We denote this cloud application as bottleneck application.
However, in case that no shift or swap of at least one of the monitoring units
of the bottleneck application is feasible during an iteration, we select the cloud
application with the second worst total reliability for its monitoring units placed
in the next iteration (line 9). At the end of each iteration, we determine the
set of admissible moves with respect to the constraints of the RCMPP among
the solutions in the neighbourhood (line 22). From the set of admissible moves,
we then either select the move with the highest improvement or lowest decrease
with respect to the objective value of the current solution. For this purpose, the
list of admissible moves is sorted in decreasing order of objective values (line 24).
This is a typical approach when following a tabu search-based procedure. Also a
decrease is accepted in order to obtain a different solution, so that the algorithm
does not get stuck in a local optimum. However, in order to prevent that the
algorithm is running in circles, a global tabu list is maintained (line 2) that for-
bids the last moves to be performed again for a predefined number of subsequent
iterations. Only in case that a move that is currently part of the tabu list would
yield a better solution than the current best solution found so far, this move is
performed despite being part of the tabu list (line 26).

5 Performance Evaluation

We have implemented our solution approaches in Java and conducted an eval-
uation in order to assess their applicability for real-world scenarios. For the
implementation and evaluation of the ILP-based approach, we used the JavaILP
framework1 and the commercial solver framework IBM ILOG CPLEX2.

1 http://javailp.sourceforge.net/
2 http://www.ibm.com/software/integration/optimization/cplex-optimizer

http://javailp.sourceforge.net/
http://www.ibm.com/software/integration/optimization/cplex-optimizer
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Table 2. Independent variables and values used in the evaluation

Independent Variable Symbol and Values

Number of sites: |S′|, |S′′| ∈ {2, 3, 4}
Number of VMs: |Vs| ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}
Number of applications: |Cs′v′ | ∈ {1, 2, 3}
Redundancy factor: rfs′v′c ∈ {2, 3, 4}

5.1 Evaluation Methodology

In order to assess the practical applicability of our approaches, we examine
the two dependent variables computation time and solution quality. Solution
quality is expressed by the objective value achieved by a solution approach be-
ing transformed into the corresponding downtime in seconds on a yearly basis.
Furthermore, we consider four independent variables, namely, the total number
of data center sites on broker and provider side, the number of VMs on each
site, the number of cloud applications concurrently running on each VM, and
the redundancy factor for the placement of the monitoring units. As evaluation
methodology, we follow a fractional factorial design [3]. That is, at each point
in time, we only vary one independent variable while keeping the other indepen-
dent variables fixed. Hence, the impact of each independent variable on the two
dependent variables is measured separately. In total, the evaluation consists of
14 test cases depicted in Table 2, each comprising 100 randomly generated prob-
lems. For the generation of the problems, we incorporate realistic data including
VM capacities and availability guarantees from the specifications of Amazons
EC2 VM offers3, as well as packet loss statistics from the PingER project4 to
model link reliability. In addition, we consider only one resource type, CPU,
since our early experiments have shown that CPU is the primary determinant
for placing the monitoring units. Furthermore, we choose each application out
of three application types, each exhibiting different CPU requirements for the
monitoring units to be placed. We also obtained the CPU requirements from
our early experiments. Synthetic VM workloads based on the work by [13] are
used to determine the remaining VM resource supplies. Each problem was solved
using our three solution approaches. In addition, we added a random solution
approach, which conducts a random placement of the monitoring units, while
only considering adherence with all constraints. For the solution of each problem
and each optimization approach, we set a timeout of 5 minutes, which can be
perceived as a realistic value in the context of our broker-based scenario and
on-demand cloud service provisioning. For the GTSearch heuristic, we set the
maximum number of iterations to 1000 and the tabu tenure to 50 based on [9].

3 http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
4 http://www-iepm.slac.stanford.edu/pinger/

http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
http://www-iepm.slac.stanford.edu/pinger/
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Fig. 6. No. of applications (magnified view)

5.2 Simulation Results

Figures 1 to 6 depict selected results of the evaluation. Please note the logarith-
mic scale in the first four figures.

When using the ILP approach, the computation time shows an exponential
growth with increasing problem size, e.g., 100ms up to 10000ms in Fig. 1. How-
ever, this effect is considerably less when increasing the redundancy factor. All in
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all, the exponential growth underlines the fact that the RCMPP is NP-complete.
Hence, the applicability of the ILP approach in practice is very limited, since
the size of the problems considered in the evaluation is relatively small. Never-
theless, the ILP approach can serve as a baseline in order to assess the heuristic
approaches. In comparison to the ILP approach and the GTSearch heuristic, the
Greedy heuristic performs best with respect to computation time and yields a
linear growth with increasing problem size. The GTSearch heuristic also shows
smaller values in computation time than the ILP approach. This effect is most
pronounced when the number of cloud applications increases (cf. Fig. 3). How-
ever, the GTSearch heuristic exhibits no linear growth with respect to problem
size like the Greedy heuristic (cf. Fig. 2). Therefore, a further improvement of
this heuristic with respect to computation time will be considered in future
work, since this heuristic performs best, besides the ILP approach, with respect
to solution quality (cf. Fig. 5). In comparison, the Greedy heuristic although
showing the best computation times performs worse regarding solution quality
with increasing complexity of the problem (cf. Fig. 6 for a magnified view). Nev-
ertheless, the Greedy heuristic still achieves a considerably large improvement
over a random placement. The results of a random placement of monitoring units
are depicted in Fig. 5 and emphasize the need for heuristic solutions. Without
conducting any optimization, the monitoring units would end up, e.g., with a
downtime of 25 minutes (on a yearly basis) in contrast to a few seconds when
using the other approaches in case of 3 cloud applications deployed on each VM.
A result which is unacceptable when business critical applications are utilized.

6 Summary and Outlook

When using resources from the cloud, the shift of responsibility to the cloud
provider is attended with a loss of control for cloud consumers. Hence, we have
developed an approach to monitor compliance with SLAs from a consumer’s
perspective in our former work and introduced the Robust Cloud Monitor Place-
ment Problem (RCMPP), since the monitoring system itself may also fail. In this
paper, we investigated three different solution approaches for the RCMPP: an
ILP-based approach, a Greedy heuristic, and the Greedy heuristic in conjunction
with a tabu search-based improvement procedure (GTSearch). Our simulation
results confirmed the practical inapplicability of the ILP-based approach. Nev-
ertheless, it was used as a baseline for assessing the developed heuristics. All in
all, only the GTSearch heuristic is able to achieve near optimal results, but ex-
hibits no linear growth in computation time in contrast to the Greedy heuristic.
Therefore, we will explore the improvement of our heuristics in future work.
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